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May 15, 2020 

 

 

Mayor Donald D. Lyons 

City Council Members 

 

Dear Mayor Lyons and City Council Members:  

 

Next Meeting:  None 

 

The following report has been prepared to provide you with an update on current issues or 

projects in progress: 

 

Assistant City Manager Natalie Dean reports the Neighborhood Enhancement Program 

(NEP) Grant is in full swing!   All 11 applicants have discussed their potential projects with 

staff and all 11 projects have been sent out for estimates.  As estimates come in, the 

homeowners will be notified to review and finalize their projects.   We hope to start 

construction very soon! 

 

DPS Director Chad Tyrakowski reports the Ground Crew is in the process of charging, 

testing, and repairing city irrigation systems.           

We had to shift a parking sign that cracked one    

line; and, all but Commercial flowerpots were 

prepped for the garden club to begin planting.   

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

In preparation for the upcoming 2020 

street paving, the sink hole at the intersection of Second and Henry, and a sunken manhole top 

at the intersection of Sheldon and Florence were repaired.  The cause of the sink hole was a 

12” inlet that went nowhere and was not capped.    The sunken manhole was due to 

aged/deteriorated bricks/mortar.  The bid-opening for the paving is scheduled for today.  We 

also reached an agreement with the Cass County Road Commission and issued a purchase 

order to Wightman for the 2021 Small   Urban Pokagon/Jefferson St. paving project. 

 

With rain in the forecast, storm sewer inlets were cleared; and, we investigated how the 

old/new storm systems along N. Front and the abandoned portion of Mechanic St. tie together, 

as well as trying to determine what parts are still active.   

 



A broken floor drain was also repaired, and line flushed at 

the Fire Department.  

 

Like the trees in the city, our list of trees in need of 

attention continues to grow.  Several, including those 

mentioned during the council meeting, were placed on our 

list, and will be prioritized accordingly.  When passing 

through the area, an alert citizen walking his dog stopped 

us to point-out a large limb over Center St. that he 

observed dropping bark/sticks and hanging precariously.  We blocked traffic and dispatched 

the electric crew and DPW to immediately remove the limb.  Although we do not have a name, 

we thank the citizen for helping to prevent potential injury and/or damage. 

 

At the WWTP, rags caught in the cross-collector again and sheared the safety pin.  

Unfortunately, the system kept running due to a sensor not being connected, derailing the 

cross-collector and west primary flights.  Luckily, F&V staff was able to make the repairs, and 

ensure the sensor is operational.  We also received word from Dubois-Cooper that in addition 

to addressing the outstanding items related to the Nova tertiary filters after their last visit, they 

now plan to upgrade both filters to the newest part revisions similar to Saline and their current 

product line.  While parts have been ordered, the lead-time is a ways out; so, they agreed to 

assist us with getting the second filter in back into operation for the interim.  While 

disappointed in receiving word that we were not selected for the MEDC Infrastructure grant, 

we did receive preliminary approval to submit the final USDA application.   

 

With the museum roof mostly finished and awaiting finishing 

materials, the rain beat them, allowing some rain/roof run-off to 

enter the chimney and museum basement.  Quick reaction by 

city, volunteers, and the contractor quickly remedied the cause 

and performed clean-up.   
 

Sincerely,  

 

Kevin Anderson, City Manager 


